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      Good news & a warning 
Most employers who recruit offshore workers are 

good people/companies who offer fair work.

Some job $$$ advertisements are fake scams.

Some employers treat their staff very poorly.



The victims of job scams and slave-like 
foreign jobs are mostly 4 types of workers: 

Language teachers 
with basic teaching 

qualifications

Those who scam/abuse workers and job applicants are ruthless opportunists. 

They target the poorest and most vulnerable members of our society. 

Citizens of 
developing 
countries

Undocumented
Workers and 

homeless 
persons

Migrants with low 
education levels who 

do not speak the 
local language



BEFORE you sign a work 
contract  and leave your 
home country to work 
overseas, you should 

search for details about 
your employer.

Your embassy/consulate:
in the employer’s country

Google Searches

Read the employer’s 
website in full*.

   * Consult a foreign language translator if needed

Consult:

Consult a qualified attorney 

before you sign your 

employment contract offer.



The onus is on YOU

It is not possible for a job advertiser or 

a recruitment agency to know all 

details about every employer.

Some honest companies are new and 

there is no history for others to search.

Some bad comments directed towards 

an employer on the internet are false 

and have been posted by internet 

‘trolls’ and competitors.

YOU need to take ownership of your job 

searches and job applications.



This presentation is available online



This presentation is available online
This is a 3 page Acrobat document you 
can email to your contacts.



Avoid these types of employers



Avoid these types of employers
An honest company never profits from their employees by selling goods or services to 

their employees for a profit and connects these sales to the employment contract.

● An employer should not sell you essential work uniforms or work tools for a profit;

● They should not force foreign workers to stay in mandatory housing arrangements 

where they profit from the rent collected from workers directly, or indirectly through a 

third party;

● A good employer should not use fake labor hire companies that do nothing more 

than process the employees’ wages. Such arrangements are popular where the 

work contract is illegal and the company that uses the employee’s labor wishes to 

blame the labor hire company and deny knowledge of illegal activity.



Avoid these types of employers



Ask for a detailed job description



Ask for a detailed job description


